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ABSTRACT

Automatic Detection of Insecure Codes in Stack Overflow

Shifu Hou

As the popularity of modern social coding paradigm such as Stack Overflow grows, its
potential security risks increase as well (e.g., insecure codes could be easily embedded
and distributed). To address this largely overlooked issue, we bring a new insight to
exploit social coding properties in addition to code content for automatic detection of
insecure code snippets in Stack Overflow. To determine if the given code snippets are
insecure, we not only analyze the code content, but also utilize various kinds of rela-
tions among users, badges, questions, answers, code snippets and keywords in Stack
Overflow. To model the rich semantic relationships, we first introduce a structured het-
erogeneous information network (HIN) for representation and then use meta-path based
approach to incorporate higher-level semantics to build up relatedness over code snip-
pets. Later, we propose two different novel network embedding models named Snip-
pet2vec and CodeHin2Vec for representation learning in HIN to automate the insecure
code snippet detection in Stack Overflow. More specifically, Snippet2vec learns the low
dimensional representations for the nodes (i.e., code snippets) in the HIN where both
the HIN structures and semantics are maximally preserved, while CodeHin2Vec uti-
lizes HIN to depict relatedness over code snippets to generate code-to-code sequences,
based on which sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) concept in machine translation is fur-
ther leveraged to learn representations of code snippets. Accordingly, we developed
systems ICSD and iTrustSO which integrate our proposed methods respectively in in-
secure code snippet detection in Stack Overflow. Comprehensive experiments on the
data collections from Stack Overflow are conducted to validate the effectiveness of our
developed systems by comparisons with the state-of-the-art baseline methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Nowadays, as computing devices and Internet become increasingly ubiquitous, software

has played a vital role in modern society covering many corners of our daily lives, such

as Instant Message (IM) tools of WhatsApp and WeChat. In recent years, there has

been an exponential growth in the number of software; it’s estimated that the global

software market reached approximately $406.6 billions in 2017 [1]. Unlike conventional

approaches (e.g., code handbook based), modern software developers heavily engage

in a social coding environment, i.e., they tend to reuse code snippets and libraries or

adapt existing ready-to-use projects during the process of software development [2]. In

particular, Stack Overflow [3], as the largest online programming discussion platform,

has attracted 8.9 million registered developers [4]. The vibrant discussions and ready-

to-use code snippets make it one of the most important information sources to software

developers [5]. Despite the apparent benefits of such social coding environment, its

profound implications into the security of software remain poorly understood [6, 7]. For

example, can one trust code snippets posted in Stack Overflow?

As the popularity of Stack Overflow grows, the incentive of launching a large-scale

security attack by exploiting the vulnerability of posted code snippets increases as well.

According to a recent study [8], collected question-answer samples from Stack Overflow

contain various security-related issues such as encryption with insecure mode, insecure

Application Programming Interface (API) usage and so on. Those innocent-looking yet

insecure code snippets - if not properly handled and directly transplanted to production
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software - could cause severe damage or even a disaster (e.g., disrupting system opera-

tions, leaking sensitive information) [8, 9]. For example, as shown in Figure 1.1, since

cryptocurrency has grown popular, attackers have injected malicious mining code such

as Coinhive - a cryptocurrency mining service - into Stack Overflow; once innocent de-

velopers reuse or copy-paste such code snippets to generate the production software, the

software users’ devices could be compromised (e.g., processing power would be stolen

to mine bits of cryptocurrency).

Figure 1.1: Example of code security attacks in Stack Overflow.

Stack Overflow has been aware of the negative impacts of insecure code infiltrations;

unfortunately there has been no principled way of dealing with insecure code snippets

included in the posted questions/answers other than labeling the moderator flag, down-

voting those threads or warning in the comments [8]. Given the rich structure and infor-

mation of Stack Overflow with ever-evolving programming languages, there is apparent

and imminent need to develop novel and sound solutions to address the issue of code

snippet security in Stack Overflow.

1.2 Research Objective

To address the above challenge of code security in Stack Overflow, an important new

insight brought by this work is to exploit social coding properties in addition to code
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content for automatic detection of insecure code snippets. As a social coding environ-

ment, Stack Overflow is characterized by user communication through questions and

answers [10], that is, a rich source of heterogeneous information are available in Stack

Overflow including users, badges, questions, answers, code snippets, and the rich se-

mantic relationships among them. For example, as shown in Figure 1.2, to detect if

a code snippet (Code-2) is insecure, using the code content (e.g., methods, functions,

APIs, etc.) alone may not be sufficient; however, other rich information provided in

Stack Overflow could be valuable for the prediction, such as (1) the same user (User-

1) may be prone to post different insecure code snippets (Code-1 and Code-2) due to

his/her coherent code writing style, or (2) similar insecure code snippets (Code-2 and

Code-3) may be posted by a group of inexperienced users (User-1 and User-2 both only

had the bronze badge of “commentator” that could be gained by leaving 10 comments in

Stack Overflow). To utilize the social coding properties of Stack Overflow data (i.e., in-

Figure 1.2: An example of relatedness over code snippets.

cluding different entities of users, badges, questions, answers and code snippets, as well

as the rich semantic relationships among them) in addition to code content (i.e., key-

words extracted from code snippets such as function names, methods and APIs), in our

research, we propose to introduce a heterogeneous information network (HIN) [11, 12]

as an abstract representation. Then we use meta-path [12] to incorporate higher-level

semantic relationships to build up relatedness over the code snippets. Afterwards, to

reduce the high computation and space cost, we further propose two different novel

network embedding models named snippet2vec and CodeHin2Vec for node (i.e., code

snippet) representation learning in the HIN, where both HIN structure and semantics are

maximally preserved. After that, a classifier is constructed for automatic detection of

insecure code snippets in Stack Overflow.
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1.3 Major Contributions

The major contributions of our work can be summerized as follows:

• Novel feature representation of Stack Overflow data. Security risks arising from

the new paradigm of social coding are more sophisticated than those from con-

ventional wisdom, which requires a deeper understanding and a greater modeling

effort. In addition to code content, a rich source of heterogeneous information in

Stack Overflow including users, badges, questions, answers, code snippets, and

the semantic relations among them is also available. To utilize such social cod-

ing properties (e.g., question-code, answer-code, code-keywords, user-question,

user-answer, question-answer, and user-badge relations), we propose to intro-

duce HIN as an abstract representation of Stack Overflow data. Then a meta-path

based approach is exploited to characterize the relatedness over code snippets.

The proposed solution provides a natural way of expressing complex relationships

in social coding platforms such as Stack Overflow, which has not been studied in

the open literature to our best knowledge.

• snippet2vec: an effective representation learning integrating node content and
HIN-based relations Based on a set of built meta-path schemes, to reduce the high

computation and space cost, a new network embedding model named snippet2vec

is proposed to learn the low-dimensional representations for the nodes (i.e., code

snippets) in the HIN, which are capable to preserve both the semantics and struc-

tural correlations between different types of nodes. Then, given different sets of

meta-path schemes, different kinds of node (i.e., code snippet) representations

will be learned by using snippet2vec. To aggregate these different learned node

representations, we propose a multi-view fusion classifier to learn importance of

them and thus to make predictions (i.e., a given code snippet will be labeled as

either insecure or not).

• CodeHin2Vec: a code-to-code sequence modeling with LSTM for node embed-
ding. More specifically, a new model CodeHin2Vec is proposed to seamlessly

combine code content and HIN-based relations to learn representations of code

snippets, in which code sequences are first generated based on the walk paths
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guided by different meta-paths; in each code sequence, its elements are repre-

sented by the code content feature vectors; then, LSTM using hierarchical at-

tention mechanism is leveraged for code sequence modeling. CodeHin2Vec is a

generic framework which can also be applicable for other representation learning

task.

• Two practical systems for automatic detection of insecure code snippets. Based

on the collected and annotated data from Stack Overflow, we develop Two prac-

tical systems named ICSD and iTrustSO integrating our proposed methods for

automatic detection of insecure code snippets. We provide comprehensive exper-

imental studies to validate the performance of our developed systems in compar-

isons with alternative approaches. This work is the first attempt utilizing both

code content and social coding properties for automatic analysis of code security

in Stack Overflow. The proposed method and developed system can also be eas-

ily expanded to code security analysis in other social coding platforms, such as

GitHub and Stack Exchange.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the related

work. Chapter 3 presents our developed systems ICSD in detail. Chapter 4 presents our

developed systems iTrustSO in detail. Finally, Chapter 5 prensents the concludes and

our future work.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Research on Stack Overflow

There have been many works on knowledge discovery from Stack Overflow data [13,

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 2, 21] - from gamification motivation for voluntary contri-

butions [19], discussion interest trend [14, 15], patterns of questions/answers [17] and

project-specific language differences [18], to developer interaction [20], dynamics of

the participation [21], repair patterns from extracted code samples [16] and interplay

between platform activities and development process [2]. However, most of these works

have focused in Stack Overflow semantics and users behavior but rarely addressed the

issue of code security analysis. The only exceptions appear to be [6] and [7] which

both exploited Android app codes as a case study to evaluate the security of informa-

tion source in Stack Overflow. Though those research results are promising, [6] only

performed empirical studies while [7] merely analyzed the code snippet itself without

considering any relationship to other Stack Overflow data (i.e., without utilizing the so-

cial coding properties in this platform). Different from the existing works, in this paper,

to detect the insecure code snippets in Stack Overflow, we propose to utilize not only

the code content, but also various kinds of relationships among users, badges, questions,

answers, and code snippets. Based on the extracted relation features, the code snippets

are depicted by a structured HIN.
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2.2 HIN and its Representation Learning

HIN is used to model different types of entities and relations [22], which has been inten-

sively deployed to various applications, such as scientific publication network analysis

[11, 12], document analysis based on knowledge graph [23], social network analysis

[24, 25], and malware detection [26, 27]. To reduce the high computation and space

cost in network mining, many efficient network embedding methods have been pro-

posed, including homogeneous network representationn learning (e.g., DeepWalk [28],

node2vec [29], PTE [30], and LINE [31]) and HIN representation learning (e.g., ESim

[32], metapath2vec [33] and HIN2vec [34]). Unfortunately, these methods cannot be

directly employed in our application, which is to exploit social coding properties in ad-

dition to code content for automatic detection of insecure code snippets. To tackle this

challenge, in this paper, we propose a novel learning model named snippet2vec for node

(i.e., code snippet) representation learning in HIN where both the HIN structures and se-

mantics are maximally preserved; after that, a multi-view fusion classifier is constructed

for insecure code snippet detection.
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Chapter 3

ICSD:HIN Model for Insecure Code
Snippet Detection

3.1 System Architecture

The system architecture of ICSD is shown in Figure 3.1, which is developed for insecure

code snippet detection in Stack Overflow. It consists of the following major components:

• Data collector. A set of crawling tools are developed to collect the data from

Stack Overflow. The collected data includes users’ profiles, their posted questions

and answers, and the code snippets embedded in the questions/answers.

• Feature extractor. Resting on the data collected from the previous module, to

depict the code snippets, it first extracts the content-based features from the col-

lected code snippets (i.e., keywords such as function names, methods and APIs),

and then analyzes various relationships among different types of entities (i.e.,

user, badge, question, answer, code snippet, keyword), including i) question-have-

code, ii) answer-include-code, iii) code-contain-keyword, iv) user-post-question,

v) user-supply-answer, vi) answer-echo-question, and vii) user-gain-badge rela-

tions. (See Section 3.2 for details.)

• HIN constructor. In this module, based on the features extracted from the pre-

vious component, a structured HIN is first presented to model the relationships

among different types of entities; and then different meta-paths are built from the

8



Figure 3.1: System architecture of ICSD.

HIN to capture the relatedness over code snippets from different views (i.e., with

different semantic meanings). (See Section 3.2 for details.)

• snippet2vec. Based on the built meta-path schemes, to reduce the high computa-

tion and space cost, a new network embedding model snippet2vec is proposed to

learn the low-dimensional representations for the nodes in HIN, which are capable

to preserve both the semantics and structural correlations between different types

of nodes. In snippet2vec, given a set of different meta-path schemes, a meta-path

guided random walk strategy is first proposed to map the word-context concept

in a text corpus into a HIN; then skip-gram is leveraged to learn effective node

representation for a HIN. (See Section 4.2 for details.)

• Multi-view fusion classifier. Given different sets of meta-path schemes, different

kinds of node (i.e., code snippet) representations will be learned by using snip-

pet2vec. To aggregate these different representations, a multi-view fusion classi-

fier is constructed to learn importance of them and thus to make predictions (i.e.,

the unlabeled code snippets will be predicted if they are insecure or not). (See

Section 3.2 for details.)

3.2 Proposed Method

In this section, we present the detailed approaches of how we represent the code snip-

pets in Stack Overflow utilizing both code content and social coding properties simul-

taneously, and how we solve the insecure code snippet detection problem based on the

representation.
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Feature Extraction

Code snippets. Stack Overflow provides the discussion platform for software developers

to post their questions and answers about ever-evolving programming languages includ-

ing Java, JavaScript, C/C++/C#, Python, PHP, perl, etc. In this paper, we will focus on

Java programming language for Android application (app) development as a showcase

for the following reasons: (1) Java is one of the most popular programming languages

in Stack Overflow [17]. (2) Due to the mobility and ever expanding capabilities, mobile

devices have recently surpassed desktop and other media - it is estimated that 77.7% of

all devices connected to the Internet will be smart phones in 2019 [35, 36] (leaving PCs

falling behind at 4.8%). Android, as an open source and customizable operating system

for mobile devices, is currently dominating the smart phone market by 82.8% [37]. (3)

Billions of mobile device users with millions of Android apps installed have attracted

more and more developers; however, most of these Android mobile apps have poorly

implemented security mechanisms partially because developers are inexperienced, dis-

tracted or overwhelmed [38, 6]. Indeed developers tend to request more permissions

than what are actually needed, often use insecure options for Inter Component Com-

munication (ICC), and fail to store sensitive information in private areas [17]. Code

snippets in Stack Overflow are surrounded by 〈code〉 〈/code〉 tags, and they can thus

easily be separated from accompanying texts before being extracted. Then, content-

based features will be further extracted from the collected code snippets: we will first

remove all the punctuations and stopwords; and then we will extract the keywords in-

cluding function names, methods, APIs and parameters to represent the content of code

snippets.

Social coding properties. To depict a code snippet in Stack Overflow, we not only utilize

its above extracted content-based features, but also consider its social coding properties

including followings.

• R1: To describe the relation that a question thread has a code snippet included,

we generate the question-have-code matrix H where each element hi,j ∈ {0, 1}
indicates whether question i has code snippet j.

• R2: To denote the relation that an answer thread includes a code snippet, we gen-

erate the answer-include-code matrix I where each element ii,j ∈ {0, 1} means if

answer i includes code snippet j.

10



• R3: To represent the relation that a code snippet contains a specific keyword

(e.g., function name of “Coinhive”), we build the code-contain-keyword matrix

C whose element ci,j ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether code snippet i contains keyword

j.

• R4: To describe the relation between a user and a question he/she posts, we gen-

erate the user-post-question matrix P where each element pi,j ∈ {0, 1} denotes

if user i posts question j.

• R5: To represent the relation of a user and an answer he/she supplies, we gen-

erate the user-supply-answer matrix S where each element si,j ∈ {0, 1} denotes

whether the user i supplies answer j.

• R6: To denote the Q&A relationship, we build the answer-echo-question ma-

trix E whose element ei,j ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether answer i echoes/responds to

question j.

• R7: In order to encourage engagement, Stack Overflow has adopted a strategy

of gamification [10] - users will be rewarded for their valued contributions to the

forum. For example, “illuminator” badge (gold level in answer badges) will be

awarded to the users who edit and answer 500 questions (both actions within 12

hours, answer score > 0). This can be seen as a measure of a user’s expertise by

potential recruiters [39]. In Stack Overflow, there are different kinds of badges

(e.g., question badges, answer badges, etc.) with different levels (i.e., gold, silver,

and bronze). To describe the relationship between a user and a specific badge

he/she gains, we build the user-gain-badge matrix G whose element gi,j ∈ {0, 1}
denotes if user i gain badge j.

HIN Constructor

In order to depict users, badges, questions, answers, code snippets, keywords as well

as the rich relationships among them (i.e., R1-R7), it is important to model them in

a proper way so that different kinds of relations can be better and easier handled. We

introduce how to use HIN, which is capable to be composed of different types of entities

and relations, to represent the code snippets in Stack Overflow by using the features

extracted above. We first present the concepts related to HIN as follows.
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Definition 1. Heterogeneous information network (HIN) [40]. A HIN is defined as a

graph G = (V , E) with an entity type mapping φ: V → A and a relation type mapping

ψ: E → R, where V denotes the entity set and E is the relation set, A denotes the entity

type set and R is the relation type set, and the number of entity types |A| > 1 or the

number of relation types |R| > 1. The network schema [40] for a HIN G, denoted as

TG = (A,R), is a graph with nodes as entity types from A and edges as relation types

fromR.

HIN not only provides the network structure of the data associations, but also pro-

vides a high-level abstraction of the categorical association. For our case, i.e., the de-

tection of insecure code snippets in Stack Overflow, we have six entity types (i.e., user,

badge, question, answer, code snippet, keyword) and seven types of relations among

them (i.e., R1-R7). Based on the definitions above, the network schema for HIN in our

application is shown in Figure 3.2, which enables the code snippets in Stack Overflow to

be represented in a comprehensive way that utilizes both their content-based information

and social coding properties.

Figure 3.2: Network schema for HIN in our application.

The different types of entities and relations motivate us to use a machine-readable

representation to enrich the semantics of relatedness among code snippets in Stack Over-

flow. To handle this, the concept of meta-path has been proposed [12] to formulate the

higher-order relationships among entities in HIN. Here, we follow this concept and ex-

tend it to our application of insecure code snippet detection in Stack Overflow.

Definition 2. Meta-path [12]. A meta-path P is a path defined on the graph of network

schema TG = (A,R), and is denoted in the form of A1
R1−→ A2

R2−→ ...
RL−→ AL+1, which

defines a composite relation R = R1 ·R2 · . . . ·RL between types A1 and AL+1, where ·
denotes relation composition operator, and L is the length of P .
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Figure 3.3: Meta-paths built for insecure code snippet detection (The symbols are the
abbreviations shown in Figure 3.2).

Given a network schema with different types of entities and relations, we can enu-

merate a lot of meta-paths. In our application, based on the collected data, resting on the

seven different kinds of relationships, we design nine meaningful meta-paths for charac-

terizing relatedness over code snippets in Stack Overflow, i.e., PID1-PID9 shown in Fig-

ure 3.3. Different meta-paths depict the relatedness between two code snippets at differ-

ent views. For example, the meta-path PID2 formulates the relatedness over code snip-

pets in Stack Overflow: code Include−1

−−−−−−→ answer
Supply−1

−−−−−→ user
Supply−−−−→ answer

Include−−−−→
code which means that two code snippets can be connected as they are included in the

answers supplied by the same user; while another meta-path PID6: code
Include−1

−−−−−−→
answer

Supply−1

−−−−−→ user
Gain−−−→ reputation

Gain−1

−−−−→ user
Supply−−−−→ answer

Include−−−−→ code

denotes that two code snippets are related as they are included in the answers supplied

by the users with the same kind of badge (e.g., “illuminator” badge) indicating similar

expertise or contribution. In our application, meta-path is a straightforward method to

connect code snippets via different relationships among different entities in HIN, and

enables us to depict the relatedness over code snippets in Stack Overflow utilizing both

their content-based information and social coding properties in a comprehensive way.
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snippet2vec: HIN Representation Learning

To measure the relatedness over HIN entities (e.g., code snippets), traditional represen-

tation learning for HIN [41, 42, 12, 43] mainly focuses on factorizing the matrix (e.g.,

adjacency matrix) of a HIN to generate latent-dimension features for the nodes (e.g.,

code snippets) in the HIN. However, the computational cost of decomposing a large-

scale matrix is usually very expensive, and also suffers from its statistical performance

drawback [29]. To reduce the high computation and space cost, it calls for scalable rep-

resentation learning method for HIN. Given a HIN G = (V , E), the HIN representation
learning task [34, 33] is to learn a function f : V → Rd that maps each node v ∈ V to a

vector in a d-dimensional space Rd, d � |V| that are capable to preserve the structural

and semantic relations among them.

To solve the problem of HIN representation learning, due to the heterogeneous prop-

erty of HIN (i.e., network consisting of multi-typed entities and relations), it is difficult

to directly apply the conventional homogeneous network embedding techniques (e.g.,

DeepWalk [28], LINE [31], node2vec [29]) to learn the latent representations for HIN.

To address this issue, HIN embedding methods such as metapath2vec [33] was pro-

posed. In metapath2vec, given a meta-path scheme, it employs meta-path based random

walk and heterogeneous skip-gram to learn the latent representations for HIN such that

the semantic and structural correlations between different types of nodes could be per-

severed. The metapath2vec was proposed to support one meta-path scheme to guide the

walker traversing HIN; however, in our application, the code snippets in Stack Overflow

can be connected through nine different meta-path schemes. It may not be feasible to

directly employ metapath2vec in our case for insecure code snippet detection. To put

this into perspective, as shown in Figure 3.4, we gain further insight into Stack Overflow

data and have following interesting findings:

• Finding 1: Both insecure Code-1 and Code-2 (i.e., they can both cause poten-

tial confidential information leakage) are posted by User-1 “Ke***a” (we here

anonymize his user name) answering the questions about string access for An-

droid app. Actually, Code-1 and Code-2 can be connected by the Path-A guided

by the designed meta-path PID2.

• Finding 2: The insecure codes of Code-3 (i.e., it may allow users to remotely

execute the malicious code) and Code-4 (i.e., it can cause potential data breach)
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Figure 3.4: Random walk guided by single meta-path vs. random walk guided by mul-
tiple meta-paths.

are connected in the way that (1) Code-3 and Code-5 are related as they were

posted by User-2 and User-3 who only had the bronze badge of “student” (i.e.,

first question with score of 1 or more); and then (2) User-4 copied and pasted

Code-5 while also provided Code-4 to answer another user’s posted question. In

this way, Code-3 and Code-4 can be connected by the Path-B guided by meta-

paths of PID6 and PID2.

Based on the above observations, metapath2vec [33] fails to generate the path such

as Path-B to represent the relatedness between code snippets like Code-3 and Code-

4. To address this issue, we design a new network embedding model snippet2vec to

learn desirable node representations in HIN: first, a new random walk method guided by

different meta-paths is proposed to map the word-context concept in a text corpus into

a HIN; then skip-gram is leveraged to learn effective node representation for a HIN.

Random walk guided by different meta-paths. Given a source node vj in a ho-

mogeneous network, the traditional random walk is a stochastic process with random

variables v1j , v
2
j , ..., v

k
j such that vk+1

j is a node chosen at random from the neighbors

of node vk. The transition probability p(vi+1
j |vij) at step i is the normalized probabil-
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ity distributed over the neighbors of vij by ignoring their node types. However, this

mechanism is unable to capture the semantic and structural correlations among differ-

ent types of nodes in a HIN. Here, we show how we use different built meta-paths to

guide the random walker in a HIN to generate the paths of multiple types of nodes.

Given a HIN G = (V , E) with schema TG = (A,R), and a set of different meta-paths

S = {Pj}nj=1 (e.g., in Finding2, S = {PID6, P ID2}), each of which is in the form of

A1 → ...At → At+1...→ Al, we put a random walker to traverse the HIN. The random

walker will first randomly choose a meta-path Pk from S and the transition probabilities

at step i are defined as follows:

p(vi+1|viAt
,S) =



λ
|S|

1
|NAt+1

(viAt
)|

if (vi+1, viAt
) ∈ E , φ(viAt

) = Ac, φ(v
i+1) = At+1

1
|NAt+1

(viAt
)|

if (vi+1, viAt
) ∈ E , φ(viAt

) 6= Ac,

φ(vi+1) = At+1, (At, At+1) ∈ Pk
0 otherwise,

(3.1)

where φ is the node type mapping function, NAt+1(v
i
At
) denotes the At+1 type of neigh-

borhood of node viAt
, Ac is entity type of Code, and λ is the number of meta-paths

starting with Ac → At+1 in the given meta-path set S. The walk paths generated by the

above strategy are able to preserve both the semantic and structural relations between

different types of nodes in the HIN, and thus will facilitate the transformation of HIN

structures into skip-gram.

Skip-gram. After mapping the word-context concept in a text corpus into a HIN via

meta-path guided random walk strategy (i.e., a sentence in the corpus corresponds to a

sampled path and a word corresponds to a node), skip-gram [44, 28] is then applied on

the paths to minimize the loss of observing a node’s neighbourhood (within a window

w) conditioned on its current representation. The objective function of skip-gram is:

argmin
Y

∑
−w≤k≤w,j 6=k

− log p(vj+k|Y (vj)), (3.2)

where Y (vj) is the current representation vector of vj , p(vj+k|Y (vj)) is defined using
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the softmax function:

p(vj+k|Y (vj)) =
exp(Y (vj+k) · Y (vj))∑|V|
q=1 exp(Y (vq) · Y (vj))

. (3.3)

Due to its efficiency, we first apply hierarchical softmax technique [45] to solve Eq. 3.3;

then the stochastic gradient descent [46] is employed to train the skip-gram.

Multi-view Fusion Classifier

Given a set of different meta-path schemes, by using the above proposed snippet2vec,

the node (i.e., code snippet) representations will be learned in the HIN. In our ap-

plication, as described in Section 3.2, we have nine meta-paths (i.e., PID1–MID9)

which characterize the relatednesses over code snippets at different views (i.e., with

different semantic meanings). Based on our observations on the Stack Overflow data

and leveraging the domain expertise, we generate m sets of meta-path schemes S =

{Si}mi=1 for snippet2vec to learn the node representations in the HIN, where m = 4

and S = {(PID1, P ID2, P ID6), (PID1, P ID3, P ID7), (PID1, P ID4, P ID8),

(PID1, P ID5, P ID9)}. Given these different sets of meta-paths, using snippet2vec,

different node representations will be learned in the HIN. Here, we propose to use multi-

view fusion to aggregate these different learned node representations for code snippet

classification.

Given m kinds of node representations Yi(i = 1, ...,m) learned based on m sets

of meta-path schemes, the incorporated node representations can be denoted as: Y ′ =∑m
i=1(αi×Yi), where αi (i = 1, ...,m) is the weight of Yi. To determine the weight of αi

for each mapped low-dimensional vector space Yi, we measure the geometric distances

among them. The distance measure based on the principal angles between two vector

spaces is significant if and only if the vector spaces have the same dimensions [47]. In

our case, the m mapped vector spaces are all with the same dimensions of d. Therefore,

we apply the geodesic distance based on principal angles [48] to measure the geometric

distances between the mapped vector spaces. The principal angle between space Yi and

Yj is defined as the number 0 ≤ θ ≤ π
2

that satisfies:

cos θ = max
y∈Yi,y′∈Yj

yTy′. (3.4)
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The angle θ is 0 if and only if Yi
⋂
Yj 6= 0, while θ = π

2
if and only if Yi ⊥ Yj . Let

θ1, θ2, ..., θd be the d principal angles between space Yi and Yj , the geodesic distance

between them is formulated as:

d(Yi, Yj) =
√
θ21 + θ22 + ...+ θ2d. (3.5)

Thus, we compute αi for each mapped vector space Yi as:

αi =

∑m
j=1,i 6=j d(Yi, Yj)∑m

i=1

∑m
j=1,i 6=j d(Yi, Yj)

. (3.6)

To this end, the incorporated node representations Y ′ will be fed to the Support Vec-

tor Machine (SVM) to train the classification model, based on which the unlabeled code

snippets can be predicted if they are insecure or not. Algorithm 2 shows the implemen-

tation of the our developed insecure code snippet detection system ICSD.

Algorithm 1 ICSD – Insecure code snippet detection in Stack Overflow based on struc-
tured HIN

Input: The HIN G = (V , E), network schema TG = (A,R), m sets of meta-path
schemes S = {Si}mi=1, number of walk paths per node r, walk length l, and vector
dimension d, traning data set Dt, testing data set De Output:f : The labels for the
testing code snippets.

1: for i = 1→ m do
2: for j = 1→ r do
3: get l-length random walks using Eq. 3.1 guided by Si
4: end for
5: Generate Yi ∈ R|V|×d using skip-gram in Eq. 3.2
6: end for
7: for i = 1→ m do
8: Calculate αi for Yi using Eq. 3.4–Eq. 3.6
9: end for

10: Get incorporated node representations Y′ =
∑m

i=1(αi × Yi)
11: Train SVM using Y′Dt

12: for k = 1→ |De| do
13: Generate the label fk using trained SVM
14: end for
15: return f
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3.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

Experimental Setup

We develop a set of crawling tools to collect the data from Stack Overflow. As stated in

Section 3.2, we consider Java programming language for Android app as a case study

to evaluate our developed system. Note that it’s also applicable to other kinds of pro-

gramming languages in Stack Overflow. We use our developed crawling tools to collect

users’ profiles, question threads, answer threads, and code snippets in Stack Overflow in

a period of time. By the date, we have collected 429,523 question threats and 623,746

answer threats posted by 213,560 users including 737,215 code snippets, through March

2010 to May 2018. To obtain the ground truth for the evaluation of different detection

methods, we need to prelabel a fraction of code snippets (i.e., either secure or insecure).

We first categorize code security risks and vulnerabilities for Android apps into six cate-

gories: (1) Android Manifest configuration, (2) WebView component, (3) data security,

(4) file directory traversal, (5) implicit intents, and (6) security checking; and then we

leverage our domain expertise and follow the principles such as least permission request,

correct usage of HTTPS and TLS for networking, secure inter-component communica-

tion, secure storage to manually label a filtered set of 20,137 code snippets (i.e., 9,054

code snippets are labeled as insecure while 11,083 are secure). After feature extraction

and based on the designed network schema, the constructed HIN has 80,405 nodes (i.e.,

20,137 nodes with type of code snippet, 24,286 nodes with type of answer, 13,924 nodes

with type of question, 21,471 with type of user, 94 with type of badges, and 493 with

type of selected keywords) and 592,082 edges including relations of R1-R7. We use the

performance indices shown in Table 3.1 to quantitatively validate the effectiveness of

different methods in insecure code snippet detection.

snippet2vec based on Different Sets of Meta-path Schemes

In this set of experiments, based on the dataset described in Section 3.3, we first evaluate

the performance of different kinds of relatedness over code snippets depicted by differ-

ent sets of meta-path schemes. In the experiments, given a specific set of meta-path

schemes, we use snippet2vec to learn the latent representations of the nodes (i.e., code

snippets) in the HIN, which are then fed to SVM to build the classification model for in-
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Table 3.1: Performance indices of code snippet detection

Indices Description

TP # of code snippets correctly classified as insecure
TN # of code snippets correctly classified as secure
FP # of code snippets mistakenly classified as insecure
FN # of insecure mistakenly classified as secure
Precision TP/(TP + FP)
Recall/TPR TP/(TP + FN)
ACC (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN)
F1 2× Precision× Recall/(Precision + Recall)

secure code snippet detection. For SVM, we use LibSVM and the penalty is empirically

set to be 10 while other parameters are set by default. As described in Section 3.2, we

generate four sets of meta-path schemes (denoted as S1, S2, S3, and S4) for snippet2vec

to learn the node representations in the HIN. We conduct 10-fold cross validations for

evaluation. The performances of four different sets of meta-path schemes (i.e., S1-S4) in

comparison with nine individual meta-paths (i.e., PID1–PID9) in insecure code snippet

detection are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 3.2: Detection Results of different meta-paths

ID Meta-paths included Precision Recall ACC F1

S1 (PID1,PID2,PID6) 0.9065 0.8887 0.8883 0.8975
S2 (PID1,PID3,PID7) 0.8899 0.8678 0.8682 0.8787
S3 (PID1,PID4,PID8) 0.9028 0.8834 0.8834 0.8930
S4 (PID1,PID5,PID9) 0.8922 0.8709 0.8710 0.8814

S ′5 (PID1) 0.8795 0.8561 0.8562 0.8676
S ′6 (PID2) 0.8340 0.7988 0.8018 0.8160
S ′7 (PID3) 0.8017 0.7657 0.7668 0.7833
S ′8 (PID4) 0.8463 0.8179 0.8180 0.8318
S ′9 (PID5) 0.8312 0.8001 0.8006 0.8153
S ′10 (PID6) 0.8449 0.8119 0.8145 0.8281
S ′11 (PID7) 0.8108 0.7708 0.7748 0.7903
S ′12 (PID8) 0.8020 0.7642 0.7664 0.7826
S ′13 (PID9) 0.7897 0.7518 0.7532 0.7703

From Table 4.1, we can see that different sets of meta-path schemes indeed show
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different performances in insecure code snippet detection, since each of them represents

specific semantics in insecure code snippet detection. From Table 4.1, we can also

observe that: (1) PID1 outperforms the other individual meta-paths (i.e., PID2–PID9),

which indicates that the semantics of this meta-path reflect the problem of insecure code

snippet detection better than the others. (2) The meta-paths of PID2, PID4, PID6, and

PID8 perform better than PID3, PID5, PID7, and PID9 respectively; the reason behind

this is that the code snippets posted in the answer threads are more likely to be reused

by the developers than the ones posted in question threads, and thus they have closer

connections. (3) Obviously, S1, S2, S3, and S4 utilizing different meta-paths built from

HIN are more expressive than each individual meta-path (i.e., PID1–PID9) in depicting

the code snippets in Stack Overflow and thus achieve better detection performance. It

will be interested to see the detection performance if different sets of meta-paths are

further aggregated. This will be evaluated in the next set of experiments.

Comparisons with Different Network Embedding Models

In this set of experiments, we evaluate our developed system ICSD integrating our pro-

posed method described in Section 3.2 by comparisons with several network represen-

tation learning methods: (1) DeepWalk [28] and LINE [31] which are homogeneous

network embedding methods; and (2) metapath2vec [33] which is a HIN embedding

model. For DeepWalk and LINE, we ignore the heterogeneous property of HIN and

directly feed the HIN for representation learning; in metapath2vec, a walk path will be

generated only based on a single meta-path scheme; while in our proposed snippet2vec,

a walk path will be guided by a set of different meta-path schemes. The parameter set-

tings used for snippet2vec are in line with typical values used for the baselines: vector

dimension d = 200 (LINE: 200 for each order (1st- and 2nd-order)), walks per node

r = 10, walk length l = 80, and window size w = 10. To facilitate the comparisons, we

use the experimental procedure as in [28, 31, 33]: we randomly select a portion of la-

beled code snippets described in Section 3.3 (ranging from 10% to 90%) for training and

the remaining ones for testing. For all the baselines, the SVM is used as the classifica-

tion model; for ICSD, based on the four given sets of meta-path schemes, it will generate

four different kinds of node representations using snippet2vec and then use multi-view

fusion classifier proposed in Section 3.2 to train the classification model. Table 3.3 il-
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Table 3.3: Comparisons with other network representation learning methods in insecure
code snippet detection

Metric Method 10% 30% 50% 70% 90%

ACC

DeepWalk 0.6085 0.6550 0.6810 0.7148 0.7279
LINE 0.6347 0.6847 0.7268 0.7475 0.7732

metapath2vec 0.7772 0.8197 0.8490 0.86632 0.8826
ICSD 0.7973 0.8384 0.8771 0.8953 0.9123

F1

DeepWalk 0.6308 0.6764 0.7006 0.7329 0.7461
LINE 0.6569 0.7047 0.7451 0.7644 0.7892

metapath2vec 0.7932 0.8332 0.8609 0.8765 0.8921
ICSD 0.8121 0.8508 0.8871 0.9036 0.9197

lustrates the detection results of different network representation learning models. From

Table 3.3, we can see that ICSD integrating the proposed snippet2vec model consistently

and significantly outperforms all baselines for insecure code snippet detection in terms

of ACC and F1. That is to say, snippet2vec learns significantly better code snippet rep-

resentation than current state-of-the-art methods. The success of snippet2vec lies in the

proper consideration and accommodation of the heterogeneous property of HIN (i.e.,

the multiple types of nodes and relations), and the advantage of random walk guided

by different meta-paths for sampling the node paths. Furthermore, from Table 4.1 and

Table 3.3, we can also observe that using the multi-view fusion classifier proposed in

Section 3.2 to aggregate different node representations learned based on different sets

of meta-graph schemes can significantly improve the detection performance.

Comparisons with Traditional Machine Learning Methods

In this set of experiments, based on the dataset described in Section 3.3, we compare

ICSD which integrates our proposed method with other traditional machine learning

methods by 10-fold cross validations. For these methods, we construct three types of

features: f–1: content-based features (i.e., keywords extracted from code snippets de-

scribed in Section 3.2); f–2: two relation-based features associated with code snippets

(i.e., R1 and R2 introduced in Section 3.2); f–3: augmented features of content-based

features and R1–R2. Based on these features, we consider two typical classification

models, i.e., Naive Bayes (NB) and SVM. The experimental results are illustrated in
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Table 3.4. From the results we can observe that feature engineering (f-3: concatenation

of different features altogether) helps the performance of machine learning, but ICSD

added the knowledge represented as HIN significantly outperforms other baselines. This

again demonstrates that, to detect the insecure code snippets, ICSD utilizing both code

content and social coding properties represented by the HIN is able to build the higher-

level semantic and structural connection between code snippets with a more expressive

and comprehensive view and thus achieves better detection performance.

Table 3.4: Comparisons of other machine learning methods

Metric
NB SVM

ICSD
f-1 f-2 f-3 f-1 f-2 f-3

ACC 0.7757 0.6597 0.8161 0.8064 0.6904 0.8494 0.9118
F1 0.8002 0.6914 0.8372 0.8278 0.7208 0.8675 0.9190

Evaluation of Parameter Sensitivity, Scalability, and Stability

In this set of experiments, based on the dataset described in Section 3.3, we first conduct

the sensitivity analysis of how different choices of parameters (i.e., walks per node r,

walk length l, vector dimension d, and neighborhood size w) will affect the performance

of ICSD in insecure code snippet detection. From the results shown in Figure 3.5(a)

and 3.5(b), we can observe that the balance between computational cost (number of

walks per node r and walk length l in x-axis) and efficacy (F1 in y-axis) can be achieved

when r = 10 and l = 60 for insecure code snippet detection. We also examine how

vector dimension (d) and neighborhood size (w) affect the performance. As shown in

Figure 3.5(c), we can see that the performance tends to be stable once d reaches around

300; similarly, from Figure 3.5(d) we can find that the performance inclines to be stable

when w increases to around 8. Overall, ICSD is not strictly sensitive to these parameters,

and is able to reach high performance under a cost-effective parameter choice.

We then further evaluate the scalability of ICSD which can be parallelized for opti-

mization. We run the experiments using the default parameters with different number of

threads (i.e., 1, 4, 8, 12, 16), each of which utilizes one CPU core. Figure 3.6(a) shows

the speed-up of ICSD deploying multiple threads over the single-threaded case, which

reveals that the model achieves acceptable sub-linear speed-ups as the line is close to
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Figure 3.5: Parameter sensitivity evaluation.

Figure 3.6: Scalability evaluation.

the optimal line; while Figure 3.6(b) shows that the performance remains stable when

using multiple threads for model updating. Overall, the proposed system are efficient

and scalable for large-scale HIN with large numbers of nodes. For stability evaluation,

Figure 3.7 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of ICSD based on

the 10-fold cross validations; it achieves an average 0.9094 TP rate (TPR) at the 0.0851
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Figure 3.7: Stability evaluation.

FP rate (FPR) for insecure code snippet detection.
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Chapter 4

iTrustSO: Code-to-code Sequential
Model over HIN for Insecure Code
Snippet Detection

4.1 System Architecture

The system architecture of iTrustSO is shown in Figure 4.1, which is developed for

insecure code snippet detection in Stack Overflow. It consists of the following major

components:

• Data collector, Feature extractor and HIN constructor. iTrustSO uses the same

modules with ICSD which are displayed in Figure 3.1, except that iTrustSO do

not consider the keyword entity.

Figure 4.1: System architecture of iTrustSO.
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• CodeHin2Vec. Based on the built meta-path schemes, to evise a comprehensive

solution to seamlessly combine both node content, a new network embedding

model CodeHin2Vec is proposed to learn the low-dimensional representations for

the nodes in HIN, which are capable to use the content feature vector to represent

each code snippet in the Insecure code snippet detecter. Using CodeHin2vec,

the mapped feature vectors of code snippets, encoding the informaiton of code

content and HIN-based relations, will be fed to a Support Vector Machine (SVM)

to train the classification model, based on which the unlabeled code snippets can

be predicted if they are insecure or not.

4.2 Proposed Method

In this section, we present the detailed approaches of how we represent the code snippets

in Stack Overflow, and how we solve the insecure code snippet detection problem based

on the representation.

Feature Extraction

iTrustSO uses the similar feature extraction module with ICSD(See Section 3.2 or de-

tails). The only different is that in iTrustSO, it do not extract keywords as content feature.

We use a new approach to represent content feature.

HIN Constructor

4.2 HIN Constructor in iTrustSO is very similar with ICSD(See Section 3.2 or details).

Figure 4.2: Network schema for HIN in our application.
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We do not use keywords in heterogeneous information network. The network schema

for HIN in iTrustSO is shown in Figure

CodeHin2Vec: HIN Representation Learning

To devise a comprehensive solution to seamlessly combine both node (i.e., code snippet)

content and HIN-based relations for insecure code snippet detection in Stack Overflow,

we gain further insight into Stack Overflow data; as observed in our previous work [49],

the HIN-based neighborhood relationships among code snippets can be represented by

the code sequences (denoted as CodeSeq) based on different meta-paths. In this way, the

generated CodeSeqs can preserve both semantic and structure information of HIN. To

further couple CodeSeqs with code content, a straightforward yet novel way is to use the

content feature vector xc to represent each code snippet in the CodeSeq. To this end, the

representation learning of code snippets can be viewed as a sequence modeling task. As

LSTM has shown significant improvement in language modeling [50], we leverage its

power to seamlessly integrate code content and HIN structure into hidden layer vectors

that can be used as the representations of code snippets [51].

Figure 4.3: Different contexts among code snippets.

Although it is promising to comprehensively utilize LSTM to learn the mapping

from the code content sequence to code identity sequence, it still faces the following two

challenges: (1) word2vec assigns each code snippet a static embedding vector based on

code content which is not context-aware to different sequences it interacts with. For ex-

ample, as illustrated in Figure 4.3, guided by the designed meta-paths, we may generate

CodeSeq-A and CodeSeq-B. With function fileProcess defined, Code-1 in CodeSeq-A
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performs as file encryption for Ransomware while Code-3 in CodeSeq-B implements

the regular file reading and writing; in this respect, even though Code-2 listed in both

sequences calls the same function fileProcess, its embedding vector should be signifi-

cantly different which may demonstrate insecure potential when interacting with Code-

1 and normal aspect when related to Code-3. LSTM is known to learn the sequential

dependencies [52], but strict to align the positions of the input sequence; therefore, con-

textualized code content embeddings may help to refine the hidden-layer information in

the early stage. (2) Since LSTM needs to read the whole input sequence to further gen-

erate the output sequence, its performance using a basic encoder-decoder architecture

may degrade as the length of an input sequence increases [53, 50] which may in turn

degenerate the representations learned from hidden layers, especially in our case that

code sequences are much longer than the sentences.

Attention mechanism has shown remarkable effectiveness in various sequence mod-

eling tasks, allowing models to learn alignments between different modalities [54, 50,

55, 56]. In this work, to address the challenges above, we propose CodeHin2Vec to elab-

orate a hierarchical attention mechanism into LSTM to fully exploit code content and

HIN structure to learn effective representations of code snippets, which first generates

CodeSeqs based on the walk paths guided by different meta-paths; and then leverages

LSTM with hierarchical attention mechanism for CodeSeq modeling.

CodeSeq generation guided by different meta-paths. Given a source node vj in a

homogeneous network, the traditional random walk is a stochastic process with random

variables v1j , v
2
j , ..., v

k
j such that vk+1

j is a node chosen at random from the neighbors

of node vk. The transition probability p(vi+1
j |vij) at step i is the normalized probabil-

ity distributed over the neighbors of vij by ignoring their node types. However, this

mechanism is unable to capture the semantic and structural correlations among differ-

ent types of nodes in a HIN. In our application, given a HIN G = (V , E) with schema

TG = (A,R), and a set of different meta-paths P = {Pj}nj=1, each of which is in the

form of A1 → ...At → At+1... → Al, we put a random walker to traverse the HIN.

The random walker first randomly chooses a meta-path Pk from P and the transition
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probabilities at step i are defined as follows:

p(vi+1|viAt
,P) =



λ
|P|

1
|NAt+1

(viAt
)|

if (vi+1, viAt
) ∈ E , φ(viAt

) = Ac, φ(v
i+1) = At+1

1
|NAt+1

(viAt
)|

if (vi+1, viAt
) ∈ E , φ(viAt

) 6= Ac,

φ(vi+1) = At+1, (At, At+1) ∈ Pk
0 otherwise

(4.1)

where φ is the node type mapping function, NAt+1(v
i
At
) denotes theAt+1-type neighbor-

hood of node viAt
, Ac is entity type of Code, and λ is the number of meta-paths starting

with Ac → At+1. For each walk path, the nodes whose entity types are not Code will be

removed; then the remaining ones form a CodeSeq, whose element is represented by the

content feature vector xc. In such way, given walk path length l, a CodeSeq is presented

as (xc1 ,xc2 , ...,xcl).

CodeSeq modeling with LSTM. LSTM learns a mapping from an input sequence to an

output sequence. As intermediate states, a hidden vector is generated for each timestep;

we can extract it as the embedding vector for the input at that timestep. In our applica-

tion, we employ an encoder-decoder LSTM architecture [57] for CodeSeq modeling in

which two attention layers are elaborately added to improve the quality of representation

learning (as illustrated in Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4: Architecture of LSTM using hierarchical attention.

Encoder attention: Resting on all the content vectors in the input sequence, the

encoder attention layer computes the contextualized embedding for each code snippet
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as a weighted sum where the weight, also called context score, assigned to each content

vector is computed by a dot product of the corresponding pair of content vectors [54].

Specifically, given an input CodeSeq (xc1 ,xc2 , ...,xcl), for any two code snippets ct and

ci, the context score can be calculated as

S(xct ,xci) = xct>xci , (4.2)

where > denotes the dot product, and thus the contextualized embedding for code snip-

pet ct can be computed as

x̃ct =
l∑

i=1

exp(S(xct ,xci))∑l
j=1 exp(S(xct ,xcj))

xci . (4.3)

In this sense, a CodeSeq can be refined as (x̃c1 , x̃c2 , ..., x̃cl), which will be used as the

actual input sequence.

Encoder: The encoder reads (x̃c1 , x̃c2 , ..., x̃cl) through the hidden layer function H
so that each hidden layer vector het at timestep t can be denoted as

het = H(x̃ct ,het−1), (4.4)

whereH is implemented using memory cells to store information, which can be formu-

lated as the following composite functions [58]:

it = σ(Wxix̃ct +Whih
e
t−1 +Wcict−1 + bi) (4.5)

ft = σ(Wxf x̃ct +Whfh
e
t−1 +Wcfct−1 + bf ) (4.6)

ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ tanh(Wxcx̃ct +Whch
e
t−1 + bc) (4.7)

ot = σ(Wxox̃ct +Whoh
e
t−1 +Wcoct−1 + bo) (4.8)

het = ot ◦ tanh(ct) (4.9)

where σ is the logistic sigmoid function, it, ft, ot, ct are the input gate, forget gate,

output gate, and cell activation vectors respectively, Ws are the weight matrices, bs are

the bias vectors, and ◦ is the point-wise product between two vectors. Since the input

sequence has no direction, in order to learn both the forward and backward sequential

dependency information, we utilize bidirectional encoder so that hidden layer vector het
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at timestep t can be concatenated as het = [
−→
het ;
←−
het ]. After forward and backward reading

CodeSeq, the concatenation of the last two hidden states [
−→
hel ;
←−
he1] is used as the summary

vector s of the whole input sequence.

Decoder attention: The decoder attention layer exploits all the hidden states of the

encoder to compute the aligned and joint information as the context vector [50, 55],

which is integrated with the summary vector s to extract the target code identity. Sim-

ilar to the encoder attention, the alignment scores need to be first defined to formulate

such context vector as a weighted sum. Note that, unlike the dot product attention,

decoder attention should allow the gradient of the cost function to be backpropagated

through [50]. We accordingly use a simple feed-forward neural network to compute the

alignment score

αt = W2
αReLU(W

1
αh

e
t + b1

α) + b2
α, (4.10)

where Wαs and bαs denote the weight matrices and the bias vectors, and the align-

ment score vector αt trained by all the other hidden states of the encoder reflects the

importance of het in generating yt. The context vector for het can thus be

h̃et =
l∑

i=1

exp(αt,i)∑l
j=1 exp(αt,j)

hei . (4.11)

Decoder: The decoder takes the summary vector s as input (i.e., hd0 = s) and gen-

erates a sequence of target hidden states; each hidden state hdt at timestep t can be

calculated as

hdt = H(0,hdt−1), (4.12)

where 0 is an all-zero vector. Given the target hidden state hdt and the context vector

h̃et , we concatenate them to formulate an attentional hidden state h̃dt = [h̃et ; hdt ] [55].

Accordingly, the output vector yt ∈ R|V| can be generated as follows [58]

yt = σ(Whyh̃
d
t + by). (4.13)

yt is capable to predict the real code snippet ct through a softmax layer. The sequence
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loss L is adopted to measure the correctness of decoding, which is computed as

L = −
l∑

t=1

log p(ct|yt) = −
l∑

t=1

log
exp(yctt )∑|V|
i=1 exp(y

ci
t )
. (4.14)

The weights can be efficiently calculated with backpropagation through time [59, 58],

and the LSTM model can then be trained using Adam optimization algorithm.

For the generated CodeSeqs guided by different meta-paths, each code snippet may

appear in multiple CodeSeqs. Suppose that code snippet ct exists in |ct| CodeSeqs,

by doing avg pooling over all hei ’s for code snippet ct, ∀i = 1, ..., |ct|, we obtain an

embedding h for each code snippet

h = avgPooling({hei : i = 1, ..., |ct|}). (4.15)

Using CodeHin2Vec, the mapped feature vectors of code snippets, encoding the in-

formaiton of code content and HIN-based relations, can be fed to a classifier to train

the classification model, based on which the unlabeled code snippets can be predicted if

they are insecure or not.

Algorithm 2 iTrustSO – Code-to-code Sequential Model over HIN for Insecure Code
Snippet Detection

Input: The HIN G = (V , E), network schema TG = (A,R), number of meta-paths
schemes m, number of walk paths per node r, walk length l, and vector dimension d,
traning data set Dt, testing data set De Output:f : The labels for the testing code
snippets.

1: for i = 1→ |Dt| do
2: Generate content feature vector xci
3: for j = 1→ r do
4: get l-length random walks using Eq. 4.1
5: end for
6: end for
7: Generate yt ∈ R|V|×d using LSTM in Eq. 4.13
8: Train SVM using yDt

9: for k = 1→ |De| do
10: Generate the label fk using trained SVM
11: end for
12: return f
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4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we fully evaluate the performance of iTrustSO in insecure code snippet

detection. We consider Java programming language for Android app as a case study.

Based on our prior work ICSD [49], in this paper, we further expand our data collec-

tion and annotation from Stack Overflow: (1) using our developed crawlers, we collect

505,548 question threats and 719,430 answer threats posted by 229,394 users including

821,792 code snippets, through March 2010 to October 2018; (2) we also expand our

annotated data in [49] to finally obtain 21,989 labeled code snippets (10,013 are insecure

while 11,976 are secure) as the ground truth to evaluate different detection methods. To

quantitatively validate the effectiveness of different methods, we use accuracy (ACC)

and F1 measure (F1) as the performance measures.

Evaluation of Different Meta-paths

In this set of experiments, given a specific meta-path scheme, we use a basic LSTM to

learn the latent representations of code snippets in HIN, which is then fed to SVM for

detection. Here we perform 10-fold cross validations for evaluation. The experimental

results are shown in Table 4.1, from which we can see that different meta-paths indeed

show different performances: (1) PID1, PID3, PID5, and PID7 perform better than

PID2, PID4, PID6, and PID8; the reason behind this is that the code snippets posted in

the answer threads are more likely to be reused by the developers than the ones posted

in question threads, and thus they have closer connections. (2) PID3 outperforms the

others, which indicates that its semantics reflecting the insecure code snippet detection

problem is better than the others. (3) PID9 using different meta-paths is more expressive

than individuals in depicting the code snippets and thus achieve better performance.

Evaluation of Attentions

In this set of experiments, we’d like to assess whether the hierarchical attention mech-

anism devised in our model is meaningful for representation learning. To this end, we

explore the performances of basic LSTM without attention (LSTM-b), LSTM with en-

coder attention (LSTM-e), LSTM with decoder attention (LSTM-d), and CodeHin2Vec.

The better detection result implies that the learn representations take better advantage
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Table 4.1: Detection Results of different meta-paths

ID Meta-paths included Recall Precision ACC F1

PID1 – 0.8481 0.7956 0.8316 0.8210
PID2 – 0.8098 0.7491 0.7899 0.7783
PID3 – 0.8596 0.8119 0.8454 0.8351
PID4 – 0.8344 0.7769 0.8155 0.8046
PID5 – 0.8605 0.8086 0.8437 0.8337
PID6 – 0.8140 0.7588 0.7975 0.7854
PID7 – 0.8042 0.7444 0.7851 0.7731
PID8 – 0.7843 0.7203 0.7631 0.7509
PID9 P = (PID1,..., PID8) 0.8785 0.8415 0.8693 0.8596

of the corresponding sequence learning architecture. From the results illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.5, we have the following observations: (1) LSTM-e and LSTM-d with single

attention layer both outperform LSTM-b without attention; (2) CodeHin2Vec achieves

the most promising performance for fully utilizing the contextualized input embeddings

and the aligned information from the hidden states of the encoder. In other words,

CodeHin2Vec has potential to let LSTM learn better sequential dependencies and code

better with the sequence extraction from the proper context information, which in turn

generates better representations for code snippets.

Evaluation of CodeHin2Vec

Here, CodeHin2Vec is evaluated by comparisons with several representation learning

methods: (1) word2vec [44] is a baseline using code content information; (2) Deep-

Figure 4.5: Attention evaluation.
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Table 4.2: Comparisons of CodeHin2Vec with other network representation learning
methods in insecure code snippet detection

Metric Method Feature 10% 30% 50% 70% 90%

ACC

word2vec Content 0.6554 0.6989 0.7379 0.7725 0.7753
DeepWalk Relation 0.6263 0.6678 0.7087 0.7349 0.7430

metapath2vec Relation 0.7241 0.7562 0.7898 0.8035 0.8312
TADW Content&Relation 0.7659 0.7902 0.8144 0.8394 0.8537
ICSD Content&Relation 0.8026 0.8487 0.8783 0.8968 0.9107

CodeHin2Vec Content&Relation 0.7983 0.8630 0.8752 0.8975 0.9223

F1

word2vec Content 0.6292 0.6756 0.7166 0.7519 0.7560
DeepWalk Relation 0.6023 0.6439 0.6871 0.7139 0.7233

metapath2vec Relation 0.7005 0.7356 0.7711 0.7853 0.8147
TADW Content&Relation 0.7446 0.7717 0.7977 0.8239 0.8390
ICSD Content&Relation 0.7855 0.8338 0.8662 0.8866 0.9015

CodeHin2Vec Content&Relation 0.7831 0.8502 0.8624 0.8873 0.9160

Walk [60] is a homogeneous network embedding method leveraging relation informa-

tion; (3) metapath2vec [61] is a HIN embedding model utilizing HIN-based relations;

(4) TADW [62] considers both content and relation information for homogeneous net-

work representation learning; (5) ICSD [49] takes content and relation into account in

HIN. For DeepWalk and TADW, we ignore the heterogeneous property of HIN and di-

rectly feed the HIN for embedding; in metapath2vec, a walk path is generated based

on a single meta-path scheme; in ICSD, code content is extracted as keywords to be

devised to HIN. The parameter settings used for CodeHin2Vec are in line with typical

values used for the baselines: content dimension c = 300, vector dimension d = 200,

walks per node r = 10, walk length l = 80 (TADW: walk steps are set to 2), and

window size w = 10. To facilitate the comparisons, we randomly select a portion of

labeled code snippets (ranging from 10% to 90%) for training and the remaining ones

for testing. SVM is used as the classification model for all the methods. Table 4.2 il-

lustrates the detection results: CodeHin2Vec outperforms all baselines in terms of ACC

and F1 in most cases. That is to say, CodeHin2Vec learns significantly better code snip-

pet representation than current state-of-the-art methods. The success of CodeHin2Vec

lies in the seamless integration of code content with HIN-based relations for represen-

tation learning, which leverages the advantage of (1) CodeSeq generation based on the

different meta-paths and (2) the CodeSeq modeling power of LSTM using hierarchical

attentions.
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Figure 4.6: Parameter sensitivity evaluation.

Evaluation of Parameters

In this set of experiments, we first conduct the sensitivity analysis of how different

choices of parameters will affect the performance of CodeHin2Vec. From the results

shown in Figure 4.6(a) and 4.6(b), we can observe that the balance between computa-

tional cost (number of walks per node r and walk length l in x-axis) and efficacy (F1 in

y-axis) can be achieved when r ≥ 10 and l ≥ 80. As shown in Figure 4.6(c), we can see

that the performance tends to be stable once content vector dimension c reaches around

200 to 300; similarly, from Figure 4.6(d) we can find that the performance inclines to be

stable when vector dimensions d increases to around 200 to 400. Overall, CodeHin2Vec

is not strictly sensitive to these parameters, and is able to reach high performance under

a cost-effective parameter choice. We then further evaluate the scalability of Code-

Hin2Vec which can be parallelized for optimization. We run the experiments using the

default parameters with different number of threads (i.e., 1, 4, 8, 12, 16), each of which

utilizes one CPU core. Figure 4.6(e) shows the speed-up of CodeHin2Vec deploying

multiple threads over the single-threaded case, which reveals that the model achieves ac-

ceptable sub-linear speed-ups as the line is close to the optimal line; while Figure 4.6(f)

shows that the performance remains stable when using multiple threads for model up-
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dating. Overall, the proposed system are efficient and scalable for large-scale HIN with

large numbers of nodes. For stability evaluation, Figure 4.6(g) shows the ROC curves

of CodeHin2Vec based on the 10-fold cross validations; it achieves an average 0.9043

TPR at the 0.1221 FPR for detection.

Comparisons with Traditional Machine Learning Methods

In this set of experiments, iTrustSO is compared with other traditional machine learning

methods. For these methods, we construct three types of features: f–1: content-based

features (i.e., xc); f–2: two original relation-based features (i.e., R1 and R2); f–3: aug-

mented features of content-based features and R1–R2. Based on these features, we

consider two typical classification models, i.e., Naive Bayes (NB) and SVM. The ex-

perimental results shown in Table 4.3 illustrates that feature engineering (f-3) helps the

performance of machine learning, but iTrustSO leveraging the knowledge represented

as HIN and the long-range influence among code snippets learned from LSTM with

attentions significantly outperforms other baselines. This again demonstrates that, to

detect the insecure code snippets, iTrustSO using CodeHin2Vec to seamlessly integrate

node content with HIN relations is able to build the higher-level semantic and structural

connection between code snippets with a more expressive and comprehensive view and

thus achieves better detection performance.

Table 4.3: Comparisons of other machine learning methods

Metric
NB SVM

iTrustSO
f-1 f-2 f-3 f-1 f-2 f-3

ACC 0.7493 0.6854 0.7952 0.7753 0.7034 0.8415 0.9184
F1 0.7284 0.6613 0.7834 0.7560 0.6793 0.8317 0.9098
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

To address the code security issue in modern social coding platforms, in this paper, we

bring an important new insight to exploit social coding properties in addition to code

content for automatic detection of insecure code snippets in Stack Overflow. To de-

pict the code snippets, we not only analyze the code content, but also utilize various

kinds of relations among users, badges, questions, answers and code snippets in Stack

Overflow. To model the rich semantic relationships, we first introduce a structured HIN

for representation and then use meta-path based approach to incorporate higher-level

semantics to build up relatedness over code snippets. Later, we propose two different

novel network embedding models named Snippet2vec and CodeHin2Vec for representa-

tion learning in HIN to automate the insecure code snippet detection in Stack Overflow.

After that, a classifier is built for insecure code snippet detection. Though it’s proposed

for code security analysis, the embedding methods are general framework which are able

to learn desirable node representation in HIN and thus can be further applied to various

network mining tasks, such as node classification, clustering and similarity search. The

experimental results based on the data collections from Stack Overflow demonstrate that

the developed systems ICSD and iTrustSO integrating our proposed methods outperform

alternative approaches in insecure code snippet detection.

In our future work, we will continue to improve our system to automate analysis in

other social coding platform (e.g., Github, Reddit, etc) forinsecure code snippet detec-

tion. On the other hand, the study such as computational cost and incremental learning

over heterogeneous information networks is still worth exploring.
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